Joseph Conrad's idea of England and Englishness was formed early in his career. Culture.pl presents an academic paper by Allan H. Simmons addressing Conrad's engagement with his adoptive country as part of shaping his identity and writings. The Tilkhurst voyage itself separates his first-mate and captain's examinations. A Polish nobleman now cased in a distinctly better quality of British tar, Conrad's first known letters in English date from this time. Written to Spiridion Kliszczewski from Singapore, where the Tilkhurst offloaded coal, and Calcutta, where she loaded jute, they offer his first thoughts about the politics of his soon-to-be adopted country. The problem of this study is how colonialism and racism reflected in Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness. The object of the study is Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad. It used post-colonialism perspective. The writer analyses the colonialism and racism in novel using post-colonialism perspective. Bhabha (1994:171) sees postcolonial critique emerging from colonial experiences. The writer wants to analyze it because the novel is interesting. It is reflecting the real phenomenon of nineteenth century. There are many previous studies that used in this study. The first research was conducted by Febrinan (Universitas Kristen Petra, 2012) entitled —Moral Values in Joseph Conrad's Novel Heart of Darkness". Across the twentieth century Joseph Conrad's colonial novels were read from radically different perspectives and interpreted through a wide range of discourses. By the century's end these fictions, which record the encounters between Europe...
and Europe's 'Other' at the moment of high imperialism, had become key texts in the burgeoning field of postcolonial studies. The transition to Independence Priyamvada Gopal 12 Postcolonial Conrad: Paradoxes of Empire Terry Collits Postcolonial Literatures makes available in paperback important work in the field. One way of dealing with such hermeneutic challenges is to situate Conrad's intriguing texts in other histories of reception and interventionist reading.